Catchment Partnership
Newsletter Winter 2021-2022
Happy New Year to everybody! It has been a while since the last newsletter. In this issue I
bring you the overview of happenings in the catchment over the last several months. New
NFM mapping opportunities and Idle catchment website were delivered by EA. Project on
Unit 4 of SSSI Idle Washlands was delivered and more NFM measures are planned in
Retford Beck. We also have new Agricultural Catchment Advisor! Don’t miss out on funding
opportunities on next page. Finally, please save the date of the next catchment meetings!

SAVE THE DATE— NEXT PARTENRSHIP MEETINGS:

SHERWOOD CATCHMENT PARTENRSHIP 13th MAY ‘22 TBC

Idle & Torne NFM Opportunity Mapping by Alex McDonald is making
good progress. We are expecting a draft report by mid- February and we
are aiming to share preliminary outputs in March. Don’t forget, we
already have maps completed for the Retford Beck, Maun and Ryton
rivers. The outputs were previously circulated, but let me know if you’d
like these again or if you’d like to talk about delivering in these
catchments. Please look out for an invite in the coming months where
we will present the new information and you’ll have an opportunity to
ask questions. I am attaching a publication we recently made to the .gov
website showcasing NFM examples from around the country and the
evidence base that has been gathered over recent years – please have a
look at this and discuss any opportunities with us.

RIVER IDLE CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIP 22nd MARCH 2022 10am-1pm

Idle & Torne NFM Opportunity Mapping

New River Idle website
The EA Idle & Torne Integrated Catchment Group “I&T ICG” have created a website specific
to the River Idle catchment to share what we know about the catchment and its history
and what activity we undertake in the catchment. We hope this will be interesting to all
our partners and we welcome constructive feedback or contributions.
River Idle - Environment Agency - Citizen Space (environment-agency.gov.uk)
Our CaBA Partnership website is still functioning and available.

Funding Opportunities
•

Boost 4 Biodiversity funding by Severn Trent will be reopening in spring, and will cover
creation and improvements of habitats. Farmers can apply within farming groups (or 2
farmers together) – 0.5-30ha area. The applications are open between 7th March to
11th April.

•

ST Strategic partnership funding – bids over 30ha – open all year round, send maps
with proposal.

•

Timing for next round of STEPS:
I.


Water quality - open all year round
Biodiversity – applicant would have previously needed to apply for water
quality scheme

New Catchment Agricultural Advisor
Hello! My name is Sneška Lee and I am delighted to be your new
Agricultural Advisor for Nottinghamshire borehole catchments. I
have joined Notts Wildlife Trust in January 2022 working in partnership with Severn Trent Water. My background is in environmental engineering, and I specialise in soil science and water
quality. For the past four years I worked on my PhD project at the
University of Lincoln and InterReg project on saline farming. Between a very busy work life and raising young family with my husband Paul, there is little room left for anything else; but I always
find time for a spot of gardening.
I am very excited to be a part of this fantastic partnership project.
I am looking forward to our collaboration in the near future.

Catchment Coordinator Update
A busy time of year for finishing projects and developing next years programme, lots of
exciting things happening! As this year draws to a close, the Environment Agency have
funded several exciting projects; Idle Washlands, led by Notts Wildlife Trust, we have
come to the end of a 2 year project on the Idle Washlands which includes a Hydrological
study, fencing, ditch restoration, pollarding, scrapes and public engagement; Sookholme
Brook, led by Trent Rivers Trust to create a pond, scrape, wet woodland and field corner
bund to slow overland flows and improve the SSSI waterbody; Retford Beck NFM, led by
Trent Rivers Trust, delivering a suite of NFM interventions in the upper Retford Beck
catchment to slow and treat flows potentially reducing the risk of flooding in Retford
and improving the WFD condition in the downstream River Idle by reducing sediment
and nutrient loading.
I have also provided funding for investigations into Water Resources in the Idle & Torne
to assess the environmental impacts of abstraction and water management. This will
benefit future projects and water level management in the catchment, as well as
feeding in to the LIAMS (Lower Idle Asset Management Strategy) flood risk project.
You’ll be pleased to know that all your comments on the RBMP and the FRMP have now
been submitted, thanks to Dominika for hosting sessions with groups to formulate a
response. Your comments will directly influence the content of the strategic plans, both
of which direct the Environment Agency’s work and our targets.
Next year I will have a focus on the Mansfield Green Recovery project with Severn Trent
Water, as well as supporting the Severn Trent Water Catchment Measures work which is
part of their sustainable abstraction programme. I will also be looking to reinvigorate
the Poulter Catchment Group, with members keen to re-start work in this key
catchment.
Thank you
Katie McNamara

CaBA Agricultural Advice Hub
CaBA has released a website which acts as agricultural advice hub. Agricultural advisors
can register there so farmers can find us easier. There is lots of guidance on best practice
as well under its own tab. This is a really useful resource, with a lot of information collated
together.
Agricultural Advice Hub (catchmentbasedapproach.org)

Clarborough and Retford Beck NFM
NFM work around Nottinghamshire is picking up! A project by Trent Rivers Trust was
carried out in Clarborough, just on the border of Idle catchment. This work at Clarborough
support NFM project proposed in Retford Beck area.
Trent Rivers Trust in partnership with the Environment Agency and Nottinghamshire
County Council, have begun a 2 year project in Retford delivering NFM across the Retford
Beck catchment. This will have multiple benefits by creating and restoring habitat,
potentially reducing downstream flood risk and reducing agricultural diffuse pollution
impacting the River Idle by reducing sediment loading and associated phosphates and
nutrients, this will also benefit the WFD status of the river by sustainably reducing the
inputs. This year we have delivered 2 ponds and 6 leaky dams and we will deliver further
interventions across the next year, these have already been identified and TRT are
engaging with landowners. We hope that this will also have positive impacts on the
Environment Agency capital flood risk scheme in the area, by reducing the volume of flood
water to be managed.

Unit 4 Idle Washlands SSSI
Works on the Unit 4 of Idle Washlands SSSI which are funded by Environment Agency
through WEIF funds and by Severn Trent under project Boost 4 Biodiversity are well underway now. Polybell cut the site in late summer. The project restored an existing drainage
channel and created additional channels off the main one to help control water across the
site and provide foraging habitat for lapwing in the spring. Scrub was removed from within
Unit 4 to enhance habitat for breeding waders
and to improve access to
the outfall sluice. A new
crossing was created to
allow another access
point for grazing animals.
Further, lots of pollarding
has taken place to reduce perching places for
predators, so the breeding waders have better
chance.

Beavers at Idle Valley Nature Reserve
After more than 400 years, beavers are back in Nottinghamshire! A family of beavers and a
pair were released in the Idle Valley Nature Reserve in November 2021. This enclosure of over
55ha is one of the biggest in England so far! The aim of the project is to re-wild and enhance
the habitats in the enclosure, as beavers are keystone species – undertaking habitat activities
that benefit a wide range of other species, such as amphibians, dragonflies and damselflies
and bats. The removal of willow and birch scrub that the beavers will undertake will benefit
breeding and overwintering waders. The enclosure can be viewed from the viewing point on
Chainbridge Lane, and trips can be booked through Beavers are back! | Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust to see the signs and areas of activities of the beavers. Since the release, the
beavers have already been busy, felling young willow scrub and opening up blocked water
channels in the enclosure.
This project would not have been possible without the support of Severn Trent’s Great Big
Nature Boost funds, technical expertise and advice from the Nottingham Trent University
Species Recovery Unit and funds from the Garfield Weston Foundation.
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